
Our soft, lambskin fleece Sleep ‘n Spa Cozys are so light and soft that they bring a Cozy 
experience to your flight, your power-nap or your regular nighttime routine. Our pat-
ented ear-loop design means you can take a power-nap during your flight, or on your 
break, without fear of the dreaded ridge around the back of your hair caused by the 
elastic bands that normally hold sleep masks in place.

Soft ear loops elminate the need for elastic bands or straps.

Perfect for health care applications where straps are prohibited or not well tolerated 
(i.e.– mental health facilities).

Whether you’re nodding off during the afternoon slump at the office, working a double 
or a night shift, or fighting drowsiness while driving, scientists have found that taking 
a 15 or 20 minute power-nap can make you more alert and productive.

A Few Testimonials
Love it I wear it at night and it works. I also wear it when I have a migraine.
- Angie
I have 6 other masks but every one of them caused me hair trouble, so I tried this one. 
I now have ZERO hair issues! It is very soft and non intrusive. I say give it a chance if 
your hair is constantly dented!!!
- Margaret K.

Face Cozy International

Stay Cozy!

Vendor:   FACe CoZY InTernATIonAL
diane roblin-Sharp - diane@facecozy.com  

Mobile - 905-914-3555            Office 905-852-6349

Problem:
● That annoying ridge around the back of your hair from headbands on  
   regular sleep masks   
● Frustration and discomfort from heavy masks on a long flight
● resisting the need for a sleep mask for an afternoon power-nap,
   not wanting to risk afternoon hat-head

Sleep Cozy - Sleep ‘n Spa Mask

retailers will be linked and listed on our 
website for the convenience of customers

 Package Front Package Back

BeneFITS:
● Patented ear-loop design
● Prevents elastic band ear top chafing
   commonly experienced from head-    
   bands
● Washable – reusable
● No elastics, straps or hair bands 
● eliminates most light and distractions    
   to cozily enhance your rest.
● 100% polyester lambskin fleece
UPC CodeS
040232190964 - Large
040232398049 - Medium

ProdUCT nUMBer:
0004 - Black / Large
0005 - Black / Medium

PaCkAge dIMenSIonS:
5.5” wide
8.5” high
PAYMenT TerMS: net 30 days
PrICIng:
Sugested Retail $24.95
Wholesale  $14.97 + Tx. & Shp.
PaCkaGING:
2 Sleep Cozys per package
Case Pack Qty. 100
Minimum Wholesale Order 100

Solution:

www.facecozy.com

Cozy Masks for 
Cozy Comfort


